2004 toyota 4runner oxygen sensor location

Remember Me? Site Navigation. Pulled engine codes p, bank 1 sensor 1. I need help locating
where this sensor is located? I saw a diagram show it to be on drivers side wheelwell before the
cat. Is this correct for ? Bank 1 is on the driver's side, Toyota is pretty consistent about their
Banks. Here's a TSB that explains our O2 locations and such. Thanks for the help. I was going
to tackle this myself but found a shop to do the o2 sensor for reasonable price. The check
engine light is now off I'm assuming they cleared it but the vsc trac lights never turned off with
this. Anything clue why these lights would not be reset as well? Originally Posted by Jjohnso
Link to the. Member's Picture Albums. Originally Posted by BlackWorksInc. Attached Images.
Originally Posted by earthrealm. Ermmm i think there is a mix up somewhere, i think bank 1 is
passenger, bank 2 drivers. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The
time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Jjohnso78
Junior Member. O2 sensor location, help sr5 v8 motor. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by
Jjohnso BlackWorksInc Elite Member. Quote: Originally Posted by Jjohnso78 Thanks for the
help. Find More Posts by earthrealm. AuSeeker Senior Member. Posts: 3, Real Name: Skip.
Quote: Originally Posted by earthrealm Ermmm i think there is a mix up somewhere, i think
bank 1 is passenger, bank 2 drivers. Find More Posts by AuSeeker. Posting Rules. Similar
Threads. TPS sensor location. ABS sensor and line location? O2 sensor connector location?
Oxygen Sensor Location. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register
Now! Become a Sponsor. The Toyota 4Runner has at least two oxygen sensors. The newer ones
may have up to four. Figuring out which one needs to be replaced may be more difficult than
crawling underneath and replacing the sensor. Oxygen sensors were incorporated into the
exhaust systems to monitor the amount of oxygen in the burning fuel. A high or lean variance
during the operation of the 4Runner can lead to a diagnostic trouble code reported by one or
more of the sensors to the computer of the SUV and trigger a "check engine" warning light on
the dashboard instrument panel. Drive the Toyota 4Runner up onto the car ramps carefully on a
flat surface. Apply the parking brake. Place a wheel chock behind one of the rear tires. Grab all
of your tools, put on the safety glasses, and crawl under the Toyota 4Runner on a creeper.
Locate the sensor you need to replace. These sensors are bolted into the exhaust system on
4Runners. They are located up high on the front exhaust pipe near the manifold and
downstream on the exhaust system near the catalytic converter. Remove the two nuts on the
flange of the oxygen sensor you're replacing. It's not uncommon on the 4Runners for these nuts
to be severely corroded and will no longer be able to remove with a socket. An extractor socket
pounded on with a hammer or a pair of vise grip pliers squeezed against the nut to break it
loose enough to un-thread it by hand is usually all it takes. Follow the oxygen sensor wire to the
plug connection. It'll be about 7 inches away from the sensor. Unplug the connection by
pressing in on the clip lock with a flathead screwdriver and separate the plug. Remove the old
sensor and remove the old gasket from the oxygen sensor flange on the exhaust pipe. Clean the
threads of each stud using an 8x1. Install the new gasket onto the flange and place the new
oxygen sensor into the porthole. Place the lock washers and nuts onto the studs of the flange
and tighten with a ratchet and a socket. Gather up all the tools and crawl out from under the
4Runner. Remove the wheel chock, release the parking brake and lower the 4Runner off of the
ramps. Jody L. Campbell spent over 15 years as both a manager and an under-car specialist in
the automotive repair industry. Prior to that, he managed two different restaurants for over 15
years. Campbell began his professional writing career in with the publication of his first book.
Step 1 Drive the Toyota 4Runner up onto the car ramps carefully on a flat surface. Step 2 Grab
all of your tools, put on the safety glasses, and crawl under the Toyota 4Runner on a creeper.
Step 3 Remove the two nuts on the flange of the oxygen sensor you're replacing. Step 4 Follow
the oxygen sensor wire to the plug connection. Step 5 Clean the threads of each stud using an
8x1. Step 6 Plug the oxygen sensor wire back into the plug connection. Tips It will take several
cycles of normal driving with the 4Runner to run through the computer IM monitors and reset
the check engine light. If it does not reset in a week or so, have it rescanned to check the code
and the IM monitor status. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Member's Picture Albums. Easy
question guys but I've done so many searches with no specific luck I've got the check engine
light on, took it to Autozone, they said it was 02 sensor at bank 1, sensor 1. Thanks guys. Find
More Posts by daMicr0wav3. O2 sensor is in the exhaust. There's one before the cat and one
after it. If the nuts are real bad you'll need to use vice grips. Make sure the new sensor has a
new gasket, other wise you'll need to buy one. If the nuts need vice grips to get them off, buy
two new ones too. Before you buy the sensor, double check to see if you have Cali or Federal
Emissions. But, being that your in Fl, I doubt you'll need to heat up anything. Rust is probably
not a big issue for you if your truck was always in Florida. So, basically. Make sure you have the

right O2 sensor. If it's a denso like it should be then it does come with a gasket. And you can
almost certainly reuse the two 10mm? Really simple task. Two bolts, One electrical connector.
Oh yeah, and sensor 1 bank 1 will be the front O2 sensor. So, on the exhaust pipe in front of the
catalytic converter. If you feel so inclined some antisieze on the bolts during reassembly isn't a
bad idea. Last edited by HCurphy; at PM. But check out the state of the nuts If they are corroded
get new ones from the dealer Part or find two M Last edited by TheDurk; at PM. Don't use a
sledge hammer when a rock hammer will do. First, try a 6 sided 12mm socket on the nuts. If
they won't budge or feel like they'll round off, shoot the works with some PB Blaster and let it sit
a while and then try it again. If they are in bad shape, buy some new nuts to replace them with
and use some anti-sieze on them when you put them back on. I let them sit another day and
borrowed a 6 sided socket and they came right off. But I put new stainless nuts back on and
smeared them with anti-sieze. I hate to ask what brand and how much you paid for the sensor.
Denso is the recommended brand and they can be had online fairly cheap. Bosch sucks and
can cost up to 3 times as much over the counter. You sure it was a coil and not the O2 sensor?
Bank 1, Sensor 1 doesn't make sense for it being an O2 sensor. I could be wrong, I'm no expert
but sound right to me. Sensor 1 should be the up stream sensor though, the one in front of the
cat. Originally Posted by PitbullRescuer. It is the one in front of the cat, just soak it in some pb
blaster, let it sit. Take it off and replace it, plug it in and clear the code! Cant mistake it for the
wrong one, it's right off the engine on the exhaust. The downstream sensor is on the other side
of your cat. Originally Posted by daMicr0wav3. Yeah, a couple people at Autozone said it's an
O2. I'm pretty sure it's the one in front of the cat too, just want to make sure before I do all the
work to the wrong sensor. Anyone else confirm? I agree with The Durk.. I, on the other hand,
also have a question about the O2's.. For some reason, every one I've put on, I had to take a
knife and shave the "raised lips" on the O2 plug itself to get it to plug into factory plug They're
always on the wrong side of the plug Anybody have any idea what that's about..?? Just
curious.. BTW, I replace them with Denso so you would think they would plug right in.. Thanks
guys -all great info. The bolts aren't bad, like mentioned above it's been in Florida so it shouldn't
be a problem getting off. My original question still stands though, which O2 sensor is bank 1,
sensor 1 and where is it located exactly , so I know I'm changing out the right one!! And I
thought there were 4 O2 sensors?? Get under there, find the cat and trace towards the motor,
you will see it and cant mistake it for something else. Good luck with the bosch, i havent heard
good things. I have a forum for my dodge truck and bosch has a bad rep there too. Sadly, i work
for their parent company. Originally Posted by HCurphy. I answered your question in post 3? I
guess maybe i didn't give enough detail? AAH, I see it now, was reading the e-mail responses
and not on the forum. Props to you first of all Well I have the receipt, maybe I can return it and
get a Denso. Typing it in on Amazon and to save me some looking up, does anyone know which
one it would be for the Bank 1, Sensor 1 on here. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules.
All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in
this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their
respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of
2. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. View Public Profile. Visit daMicr0wav3's homepage!
PitbullRescuer Senior Member. Find More Posts by PitbullRescuer. HCurphy Member. Find More
Posts by HCurphy. TheDurk Elite Member. Find More Posts by TheDurk. Find More Posts by
kman Mudtallica Member. Find More Posts by Mudtallica. Quote: Originally Posted by
daMicr0wav3 Thanks guys -all great info. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Knock sensor
location. Bank 2 Sensor 1 Location?? TPS sensor location. ABS sensor and line location?
Oxygen Sensor Location. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register
Now! Become a Sponsor. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Toyota 4Runner Oxygen Sensor. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Product Fit.
Shop Toyota 4Runner Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part
Number: RT Page 1 of 16 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Dec 19, Loved it!! Tiffany Brown. Purchased
on Dec 08, Dec 10, They are sending me 2 more right away after I mentioned two were missing
from the package. Gus Tsoucalas. Purchased on Nov 20, Nov 30, Replacement oem.
Replacement with my catalytic converter. James Belanger. Purchased on May 22, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. If the mixture contains excessive amounts of air, the PCM will
add more fuel to balance out the lean mixture. Conversely, too much fuel leads to a rich mixture,
and the computer compensates accordingly. It refers to the side where the number 1 cylinder is
located. Note that there is only one bank if your car has a straight engine. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California

Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Properly
functioning oxygen sensors are important when it comes to your vehicles fuel efficiency and
reducing harmful exhaust emissions. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oxygen Sensor part. See All. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Product Fit. Shop Toyota 4Runner Oxygen Sensor. Showing 1 - 15 of 84 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Wire Length Thread Size : M Part
Number: Part Number: WKP Page 1 of 6 Showing 1 - 15 of 84 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Bosch invented the automotive oxygen sensor and is the number one
choice of vehicle manufacturers around the world. Dec 19, Loved it!! Tiffany Brown. Purchased
on Dec 08, Dec 10, They are sending me 2 more right away after I mentioned two were missing
from the package. Gus Tsoucalas. Purchased on Nov 20, Dec 06, Best store online. I like the
faster shipping. Purchased on Oct 20, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code:
HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3 Newer car models determine oxygen content
through heated oxygen sen
2001 chevy impala manual
beehive parts diagram
2004 dodge durango hemi
sors in the exhaust system before and after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied
by the oxygen sensors helps the fuel system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream
oxygen sensors also help the PCM determine the efficiency of the. The PCM uses a closed-loop
air-fuel metering system and monitors the heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes
various data from the sensors in the car, such as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute
pressure. P Code: O2 Sensor Circuit Slow Response Bank 1, Sensor 2 The rear sensor is
located behind the catalytic converter, and bank 1 refers to the side of the engine that houses
the 1 cylinder. It uses this information to make short-term or long-term fuel corrections, like
changes in fuel delivery strategy and ignition timing, in order to achieve the optimal air-fuel
ratio. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

